
Productive Relationships are High-Performing
Learn How to Build a Workplace Where Relationships Thrive

Doesn’t it seem like some managers and teams always make “it” happen, no matter what “it” is? 
They’ve mastered the secret to getting consistent, stellar results despite changing roles, goals, 
accountabilities, structures, or even new team members. They transform the stumbling blocks of 
conflict and misunderstanding into opportunities to accelerate their success. 

For these high-achievers, building and sustaining collaborative relationships is priority one. They 
understand that members of their team can go further together than they can alone. The good news is 
that you, too, can leverage the power of relationships and drive results.

Workshop Description
In this up-on-your-feet, learn-by-doing program, you’ll discover how to:

■ Communicate effectively with your teammates and clients so you can achieve mutually beneficial results

■ Know your strengths and deploy them at the right time for the right reason for greater effectiveness

■ Increase people’s commitment to and responsibility for achieving shared outcomes

■ Assume a greater sense of ownership for producing results

■ Collaborate with members of your team to make the best decisions for your organization

Results through Relationships™ Workshop
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Before the Workshop
The SDI 2.0
Core Strengths® is powered by the Strength Deployment Inventory 2.0 (SDI 2.0). This award-winning, 
scientifically validated assessment provides four views of you. It reveals why you do what you do, and 
how you relate to others. Using Relationship Intelligence (RQ), the SDI 2.0 provides a common language 
for understanding what’s important to the people around you, and how you can work together more 
effectively. It  provides tools for choosing the right strengths to make the right decisions, even in high-
stakes situations.

SDI 2.0 Shows What Drives You
The SDI 2.0 maps three intrinsic motives 
people have for acting how they do:

People — a drive to help and develop others

Performance — a drive to direct action and 
achieve results

Process — a drive to establish clear and 
meaningful order

The unique way you prioritize People, Performance, and Process places you in one of seven Motives 
regions on the SDI Triangle. Beyond behaviors and strengths, your motives describe who you are at the 
core and show why you do what you do. The SDI 2.0 powers the RQ you need to make better choices 
and use your strengths to improve your interactions with others.

The SDI 2.0 gives you and your team unique, personalized insights needed to:

■ Take personal responsibility for results

■ Develop innovative solutions

■ Make better decisions

■ Navigate opposition and conflict

■ Strengthen relationships within your team

■ Manage the strengths you might overdo

During the Workshop
■ Interactive lessons to improve

Relationship Intelligence

■ Insightful discussions to improve
collaboration

■ State-of-the-art tools that deliver
your personalized results

■ Compelling videos showing strengths-
based communication in action

■ Hands-on exercises that let you practice
the skills essential for working better together

SDI 2.0 Highlights Your Strengths and Weaknesses
The SDI 2.0 reveals the way you prioritize 28 strengths. By analyzing the results, you’ll gain 
insight into the broader range of strengths you can draw on during a given situation. This 
knowledge will enable you to make better choices when working with different people.

Overdone Strengths
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Your Action Planner
You’ll leave the workshop with the knowledge and skills critical for 
making effective decisions for your high-stakes situations—including 
a Results Action Planner tailored to a specific situation you’re facing.

Your plan will detail a situation that: 

 ■ Is critical to you and  
your organization

 ■ You are currently facing 
as a manager

 ■ Involves working closely 
with other stakeholders

 ■ Has measurable outcomes

ASSESS MOTIVES

BRING THE RIGHT STRENGTHS

COMMUNICATE IN THE RIGHT STYLE

Stakeholder: Situation: Desired Results:

These results are important to me because... What’s at risk if the relationship fails?

CONDITION 1: When Things Are Going Well
MOTIVATIONAL VALUE SYSTEM

My MVS:

Stakeholder’s MVS:

CONDITION 2: When There Is Conflict
CONFLICT SEQUENCE

My CS: 

 —              —

Stakeholder’s CS: 

 —              —

Elements of Opposition: Stakeholder’s Conflict Triggers:

Meeting Date:

Desired Progress or Outcome:

Effective Style:

Things to Avoid:

Strengths I Currently Bring: Strengths I Will Bring: Reasons:
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Name:

Ask more questions - and give Mark more time to 
consider his responses. 
In addition to stating the results I want, describe 
how I think we can get it done - and ask Mark to 
critique the process.

Don't make a quick decision just for the 
sake of getting it done. 
Don't say "everyone knows" or "it's 
obvious." (triggers)

Friday

• Clarify our approach for the next 
meeting with the city.

each of us - and what we will need 
from others. 

• Determine roles/coordination for the 
next meeting.

Open-To-Change So we can consider potential 
differences immediately.

So I fully evaluate Mark's input before 
making a decision.

To emphasize the importance of this project 

Cautious

Ambitious

Persuasive

Forceful

Persevering

R    [BG]

G     R     B

If I push him for estimates/guesses.
Last minute changes or surprises.

I want to make a bold, innovative statement. 
Mark thinks we should focus on our past projects.

Red

Green

Victoria

Mark 
Structural Engineer

Bridge replacement project for 
the city. We are one of two 

• Win the contract
• Be positioned for further contracts
• Win award for design

If Mark and I are not 100% aligned, the client 
will sense it. Any disagreement between us 
could put the whole project at risk.

This type of project is why I was hired - to 

the best and this is our chance to prove it.

The Results Action Planner focuses on:

 ■ Your current reality and the critical decisions you need to make

 ■ Who your stakeholders are and what drives their priorities

 ■ What actions you need to take with your stakeholders to create the best possible outcomes

Beyond the Workshop
To help you extend the learning beyond the classroom, you'll be able to access Relationship Intelligence 
anywhere, anytime. With the Core Strengths Platform, you can now develop and nurture collaborative 
and effective relationships with anyone in your organization.

Supporting Resources
As a Core Strengths Workshop attendee, you’ll receive key resources to support your learning:

 ■ Core Strengths Learner Guide (Digital and 
Print versions)

 ■ Strength Deployment Inventory 2.0  
(online assessment, personal videos 
and reports)

 ■ SDI Quick Guide to Communication

 ■ Results Action Planner

 ■ Boost your RQ on the Core Strengths Platform

 ■ Complimentary guest access to one SDI 
2.0 assessment (with Platform access with 
personalized videos and reports for the guest)
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“Core Strengths has led to improved team effectiveness through greater self and 
team understanding, improved collaboration, and lower conflict costs.”

E F R A I N  A Y A L A - J O H N S O N

S E N I O R  M A N A G E R ,  E N T E R P R I S E  L E A R N I N G  D E L I V E R Y

“The implementation of the Core Strength training has been transformational to our organization.  
Core Strengths provides our workforce with the tools they need to be better leaders, better 

teammates, strengthen relationships and get better results.”
S H E R Y L  D .  R O Y

G L O B A L  O R G A N I Z A T I O N A L  E F F E C T I V E N E S S  C O N S U L T A N T ,  E X X O N M O B I L

Organizational Impact
After decades of research, we’re driven by one central reality: lasting results are the product of resilient 
relationships. So, we’ve devoted our entire mission to helping leaders and organizations develop 
Relationship Intelligence (RQ): the science of relationships and how to improve them. 

During the Results through Relationships experiential workshop, our goal is to give your organization 
a common language and actionable insight where you can:

Improve Collaboration
Leverage differences and build trust to overcome innovation-killers while rapidly achieving goals.

Build Better Teams
Teams with resilient relationships achieve breakthrough when others breakdown. Teams with high RQ 
shape the conversations that solve problems and get work done.

Coach for Performance
Turn managers into effective coaches. Core Strengths’ real-time RQ insight elevates the manager-team 
relationship, allowing them to rise to challenges and respond to opportunities, together.

Bottom line, that elusive "it" factor is Relationship Intelligence (RQ). It is teams who know how to speak 
each other's language and show up with the right strengths for the moment  — all while staying true 
to their intrinsic motives and values. That's "it".  So if results are your goal, let relationships be the 
glue. That's RQ.

W H A T ’ S  N E X T

Visit corestrengths.com or contact us. 
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